
Dreamcatcher times differently
Instructions No. 1932
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 2 Hours

Dreamcatcher with a difference - create a stylish wall decoration with symmetrical shapes such as squares and circles in the hottest trend
colours. Modern and timeless!

That's how it's done:
Colour the larger of the two square metal rings (15cm) with a Colour spray
e.g. from edding in your chosen colour. We have opted for the colour pink
gold. 

Cut 7 pieces of 60 cm cotton cord from each. In our example we used
mustard coloured cotton cord. Take the pieces twice and knot them to the
smallest frame (10 cm). Turn the square so that it stands on the tip and tie a
central Ribbon one, then 3 to the right and 3 to the left. Twist the loose ends
of the ribbons so that each thread dissolves into 3 twisted "curls" 

Cut 25 pieces of 30 cm each from the natural coloured cotton cord, take
them twice and knot them to the sprayed middle frame. Starting again from
the top, one knot in the middle, then 12 on each side. Here the threads are
then combed with a brush or a fine comb to create a fine structure. 

The large round ring was wrapped with lilac cotton cord and fixed with hot
glue. Leave one end of the thread hanging at the end. This serves later as a
suspension. 

Fasten the rings and squares together with the nylon thread 

If necessary, cut the hanging tapes into shape with scissors.

Article number Article name Qty
11020 Rico Creative Cotton CordNature 1
11022 Rico Creative Cotton CordLilac 1
11023 Rico Creative Cotton CordMustard 1
755276-38 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", silkmattRosé Gold 1
607605 Perlon thread, 0.25 mm thick, 100 m long 1
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